
Welcome To Nirvana

As the Western calendar turned over, hitting the year 2000 with great fanfare, intrepidly 
our nation had entered into the earliest decade of a brand-new twenty-first century.  
Simultaneously, a recently elected President had set the new millennium's educational tone by 
claiming a vehement personal ownership (and parallel protection rights) for any and all students 
attending his nation’s public schools. 

“Rarely is the question asked,” this benevolent leader of our country’s latest educational 
paradigm had been given credit for bringing to the table: 

“Is our children learning?”
Pushing a sudden (and purportedly unprecedented) awareness of the twenty percent or so 

public school students who lived in national poverty, this exceptionally concerned President had 
taken responsibility into his own hands by brashly making the threat that – absolutely, all 
schools, from now on?  

Well, hoo baby; let’s just say that they had better start to worry, worry, worry.  
About an unmistakable and utterly serious educational accountability. 
Previous to the outrage coming so visibly from our brand-new millennium's modern-day 

President, decades of public school research had regularly and predictably confirmed two facts.  
Fact number one: A lowest national academic performance had been historically produced by 
lowest-income neighborhoods.  Fact number two: Way too many of our country’s lowest-income 
neighborhoods had traditionally served as a home to the largest number of our nation’s 
culturally-different minority children. 

As a response to these two repeatedly documented facts, in fact, forty years earlier   a 
protective Civil Rights’ legislation had been adopted; legal dictates had been written and signed 
to demand that the federal government set aside financing slated for use only as an aid to our 
nation’s lowest-income schools.  How better, now proclaimed our nascent millennium’s newest 
educational President, to use this legally mandated Civil-Rights-initiated poverty assistance:

Than to hold low-income schools accountable.
And, oh my; here was a truly innovative and decidedly compassionate possibility: 

	
 How better to expend hugely unparalleled sums of this low-income-designated money – 
funding so carefully and resolutely earmarked as a support for those children struggling with the 
debilitating realities of poverty and cultural disconnect – than to test the bleeding bejeebies out 
of them!

Hence the theoretically benevolent, if minimally dissected, arrival of a brand-new 
century’s first decade of a “high-stakes” testing.  Legislation compassionately entitled No Child 
Left Behind passed easily through lawmaking hands; caring openly about poor students (well, 
caring enough to hold educators rather than politicians accountable for them) made so much 
sense.  It also made for good press.  It sounded so, well, you know, involved, responsible – so 
hands-on – to the voting public.

Before the year 2000, before the legal mandates of a massive educational answerability 
had invaded schools to commandeer a traditional building management, students in most states 
had experienced only one (once yearly) one-to-two-day test; scores from these widely-used and 
thus widely-normed tests had served as an indicator for an overall school standing, comparing, as 
they did, students in one state or school to students in another. 

But, now? 
Ah, well: now.  



Now a brand-new century anxious to initiate the groundbreaking benevolence of a no-
excuses liability suddenly opened the door to a little, oh, how about we label it creative 
competition.  Swiftly and conveniently, test makers, test evaluators, test coaches, test consultants, 
test monitors, test facilitators, test theorists, test technologists, test trainers, test analysts, test 
writers, test re-writers, test briefers and test de-briefers – all popped up, seemingly out of 
nowhere.  All nervously champed at the bit; all impatiently awaited a chance to get into the 
game; all were more than ready to vie for a personal slice of that compassionately mandated 
accountability pie.

State tests, district tests, quadrant tests, in-school tests, writing tests, reading tests.
Intelligence tests, intervention tests, entrance tests, exit tests, placement tests. 

	
 Language tests, comprehension tests, math tests, technology tests.
Tests to test the reliability of the suddenly initiated run in excitingly ordered tests.  
Each now circled scintillatingly around the next inside our nation’s shiny new era of a 

modern-day, data-dependent public school answerability.  
Having pulled wide the gates?

	
 Compliantly the public had followed along as a widely applauded President called 
everyone over the threshold.  Obediently everyone had marched intrepidly past the millennium 
marker, and entered into a freshly shining new century.  Giddily high-stepping across, when 
finally everyone had paused; when finally everyone had stopped long enough to take a deliberate 
look around?

We had found ourselves standing smack-dab in the middle of a brightly shimmering new 
kingdom.  That magically miraculous and enticingly gleaming realm of: 

Testing Nirvana.*

*After forcing the nationally mandated creation and administration of state-specific, state-created tests which, then, 
across the country turned out to be dramatically dissimilar in both make-up and scoring, the country was bombarded 
with contradictory evidence produced by nationally-created, nationally-instigated tests even as newscasters began to 
anxiously present statistical information engendered by differently implemented international tests.  Belatedly the 
question arose:  Exactly how was it useful for our nation to be forevermore juggling the results of so many non-
connected and disparately created tests?  


